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SuperMaxx EXT Suspension Kit. 
 
Please read these instructions and familiarize yourself with them before installing this kit. 
Support and set up sheets may be found at www.MonsterMaxx.com or www.MaxxTraxx.com in the 
SuperMaxx forum. Suggestions and improvement are always welcome. 
 

 
Now you are ready for big air
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Warrantee: 
Lifetime for manufacturing defects. 
Severe abuse policy: 30% off replacement. So if the replacement part is $10 you pay $7 
Parts MUST be returned to Unlimited, Inc to be eligible for warrantee or severe abuse replacement. 
 

 
 

We make every effort for perfection, but there are always some machining marks in any CNC product. If 
something is unacceptable to you we will happily replace the part(s). You must return the part(s) new and 
unused to Unlimited, Inc before replacement is shipped. 
 
 

There are Allen wrenches included in the kit but I recommend getting a good set like the Ofna or MIP 
wrenches. They are well worth the $25. I am searching for a supplier of these but am still using the Ofna 
myself.  

 
 
I would appreciate it if you give me the opportunity to correct any problems before broadcasting them to the 
world. I am a small company and negative publicity can do a lot of harm. I will do all that is possible to 
make you happy.  E-mail me at MonsterMaxx@att.net 
 
Take your time and be patient the rewards will be well worth it. You should be able to complete this in 1-2 
evenings. 
 
The parts arrive with a residue from the finishing process, it’s a protectant also. Wash your parts with mild 
soapy water and dry. I often use the dishwasher but do not allow them to dry in there. We put the best finish 
we can on these parts, the next step is hand polishing. It would add too much cost for us to be able to 
include it, but you would be amazed what a few minutes and some Mothers Aluminum polish will do to 
bring out the shine. 
 
IMPORTANT: E-clip type suspension pins are required. TRX# 4939X (SS) or 4939R (Ti). Screw type  
pins like in your plastic arms will not work. Do not try to force these in. 
 
OK, now it’s time to get the wrenches and GO! 
 
 
Key: 
SHCS = Socket Head Cap Screw 
PHMS = Pan/Phillips Head Machine Screw 
BHCS = Button Head Cap Screw 
SHSS = Socket Head Set Screw 
 
I’ve included a few extra items as a courtesy. 
 
Thank you for choosing Unlimited Inc and congratulations on purchasing the most robust, finely engineered 
and highest performing upgrades available for your Maxx. 

 
Disclaimer: 

Photos shown are under controlled conditions with a trained driver. Duplication of these stunts could cause serious 
injury or death as well as damage to your truck. Unlimited will not be held responsible. With the speeds and mass of 

your truck, it is capable of delivering thousands of pounds of force. Use caution at all times.  Be aware of those 
around you. Let's be safe out there! 
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QTY
4 SM Lower Arm
4 SM Upper Arm
2 SM Shock Tower
8 SM Shock Standoff
4 SM Body Post Supports
1 Steering Knuckle RF
1 Steering Knuckle LF
1 Steering Knuckle RR
1 Steering Knuckle LR
8 Pillow Ball Retainer
2 Turnbuckle 102mm
2 Turnbuckle 112mm
8 Pillow Ball Retainer

8 O-Rings PB retainers
8 M5x8 SHSS Alloy Steel Pillow Ball Jam
8 M3x16 7985 PHMS Lower Shock Mounts
8 M3x14 SHCS Body Post
4 M3x44 SHCS Shock Standoff
4 M3x20 SHCS Tie Rod to knuckle
2 M3x16 SHCS Rear Tie Rod to Bulkhead
2 M3x14 BSCS Front Tie Rod to Drag Link
4 M3 Nylock Nut Shock Standoff
6 M3 nut Jam Tie Rod Bolts
8 Ofna 4mm ball End #36700
6 Ofna 7mm ball #36850
2 Ofna 7mm ball #36850 Modified Short Front Tie Rod to Drag Link

Body Post Material
1 2mm hex wrench
1 2.5mm hex wrench
1 5mm hex wrench
1 3mm drill bit
1 5mm drill bit

Instructions
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1) Disassembly 

a) Remove both front and rear bulkheads. 
b) Remove upper and lower Suspension Arms 
c) Remove Shock Tower 
d) Remove pillow balls from stock knuckles 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2) Prepare suspension Arms. Set screws jam the pillow balls in place. 

They are difficult to get in from the back side, though I can often it, 
but it’s a little tricky, be careful not to crossthread. 
a) Start the set screw in the arm backwards so that the allen wrench 

will come in from the back side. 
b) Now screw the set screw as far in as you can with your fingers. 
c) With the short side of the allen wrench keep turning the set screw. 

Soon you will be able to reach it with the ball end of the wrench. Keep 
going until the set screw is sticking out the back of the arm a bit 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

d) Repeat the process for the lower arms 
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e) SuperMaxx Titanium Hingepins 
Nothing earth shattering here, the only thing that’s 
different is that we’ve tried to compensate for the 
aftermarket bulkhead manufacturers who have not 
followed the standard set by Traxxas. Several of them are 
using a design which uses the shorter rear hingepin in the 
front as well as the rear. This leaves a lot of pin sticking 
out. So we’ve added a second groove. If using a bulk that 
follows the standard, the groove should be in the front of 
the front bulkhead so it’s fully enclosed by the bulkhead. If you are using one of the front bulkheads that 
does not follow the standard simply cut off the remainder. The double groove end MUST be in the front of 
the front bulkhead for those following the standard. If you have this groove in the rear of the front bulk, the 
pin will snap off here. 
 
f) The finishing process can leave small burs on the 

suspension pin holes. You need to clean these out 
before assembly. You MUST use e-clip style hinge 
pins (not included). To do this insert a pin and push 
through. I can normally push the burs off with my 
fingers, but a small tap with the plastic handle of a 
screwdriver is sometimes needed 

 
 
 
 
 

g) The arms have been designed to fit both the TRX shock 
ball ends and also the Associated. The Associated are 
narrower than the TRX. The slot just barely wide enough 
for the TRX so that there’s not too much gap when you use 
the Associated. If you plan to use the TRX fit them now. If 
they do not fit easily use a file to remove any burs that are 
hindering installation. This will not be an issue with the 
Associated balls. Personally I use the TRX balls on the 
Associated shocks. They are a true 3mm hole (not 4-40). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
3) Prepare the body posts. I find it easier to drill these holes 

with the towers off. Note: You may use your stock posts if 
desired. The TOP hole is the same height as the stock TRX 
towers. 
a) Cut rod to approximate length and then fit to towers. 
b) Use the 3mm drill bit to drill ONE hole in each body 

post. 
c) Install one 3x14mm screw in each hole before moving to 

the next. Add 3mm Nylock Nuts. 
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d) Now install the body post support and the rest of the 
screws 

e) WARNING. Cold weather will cause the post to break 
more easily. This is the nature of all plastics. I have done 
extensive testing with the support in place. I bent the post 
90° back and forth 40 times before it broke. I’ve tested 
down to freezing but not below. If you run your Maxx in 
super cold weather you may break the posts.  

f) DO NOT use steel posts as this will damage other parts 
in a crash. Something has to bend when you hit the 
ground. It’s best to use something inexpensive like the 
plastic post 

 
 
 
4) Trim / debur bulkheads. To get full range of motion you’ll need to trim your plastic bulkheads a little with a 

knife. Some aftermarket aluminum bulkheads also have burs that may require filing. 

     Trim here 
a) Assemble arms to bulkheads 
b) Fit the arms in place and install the pins. Do not install the e-clips yet. It’s easy to disassemble for 

adjustments/corrections by just sliding a pin out. 
    The upper arms are installed ‘trailing’ 

          The lower arms are installed with cutout facing down. 
c) Now make sure the arms move smoothly with no binding 

 

STOP! Check that the lower arms are installed with the cutout towards the ground and the upper arms are 
trailing (that is that the offset is towards the back of the truck.) This is an easy mistake to make. Correct this 
now. Failure to do so will result in a poorly handling truck 
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5) Install Shock towers 

a) Use the stock screws to attach the towers to the 
bulkheads 

b) Note: I needed to ‘round’ the bottom edge of my of 
the rear tower to clear an aftermarket aluminum 
bulkhead. I had to make the same modification to my 
stock plastic shock towers to fit these bulkheads too. 

c) I use Locktite and 
plenty of it. Blue is 
what the application 
calls for. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6)  Prepare the knuckles. 

a) Slip a bearing into each of the bearing pockets. Do not skip this 
step! When it’s all assembled is not a good time to find a 
problem.  

Knuckles are engraved w/ RF (Right Front) LF, RR, LR. Make 
sure you get these in the correct location as they are NOT 
interchangeable.  
In addition to the lettering a visual check for the knuckles is also 
possible. The front knuckles have a chamfer all the way across the 
front of the arm. The rears do not.  

 
 

b) Install the driveshafts. The stock plastic 
shafts can be fitted in afterwards if you so 
desire. 

 
c) Install the pillowballs. Screw them in until 

the threads are flush with the arms. This will 
be a good starting point for camber 
alignment. Note: Hardcore’s Ti pillowballs 
are threaded deeper than stock and you must 
leave 2-3 threads exposed. 

d) Install the pillowball retainers. There has 
been a few installation problems with the 
retainers. I’ve tried to duplicate this here. 
The only problem I can find is that there is a slight burr on the first thread of 
these retainers. This is a result of the machining process. Really these should 
be injection molded but this is expensive to begin, so we will continue 
machining. I’ve installed 100+ of these w/o problem. Here’s how. 

Chamfer

Sharp

Left
Front

Right
Front

Right
RearLeft

Rear
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i) Clean that first thread (on the cup side) with your 
fingernail. Get any excess material out of those threads. 
My thumbnail is sufficient for the task but if you chew 
your nails a knife will work too. Be careful you do not 
cut yourself. 

ii) Get any burrs out of the O-ring groove 
iii) Install the O-Ring 
iv) Put a drop of oil on the thread and o-ring. I use some 

shock oil, but just about anything will work. 
v) Insert the 5mm hex wrench in the retainer. Make sure you 

have full engagement. Some retainers returned that were 
stripped showed signs of minimal engagement with the 
wrench. 

vi) Now the important part. Start the retainer into 
the knuckle. Make sure the ball side is 
towards the pillowball. Pay attention here. Do 
NOT cross-thread. They should go in easily. 
Do not force it. If it’s difficult, take it out and 
inspect the threads again. It should begin to 
drag when you get to the o-ring. Again do not 
force it. Make sure the o-ring goes in evenly. 

vii) Make sure the o-ring goes in the knuckle 
evenly.  Do NOT force it, you will strip out 
the hex. If it goes in hard remove it and 
determine why (usually some bur left over). 
Screw these in until they bottom out (the 
pillowball will tighten up) then back off 1/8 - 
¼ turn or until they move freely. 

And lastly Never, Never, Never use the stock 
Aluminum retainers. Aluminum to Aluminum is a 
bad thread choice. It galls, will jam and become 
permanently stuck in the knuckle. This is why I 
designed another part. 
 

e) Again check for free movement. Constant 
Velocity style drive shaft owners see special 
instructions. 

f) Repeat for rear end. 
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g) Constant Velocity type shafts require a little more attention. Use the 
Pillowballs to set the depth of the shaft in the drive cup. With the 
suspension fully extended the drive pin should still be in the cup. With 
the suspension fully compressed there should still be a little end play in 
the shaft. If it’s not readjust pillowball depth. Use even turns on the 
pillowballs so you do not throw your camber off too far. Do not allow 
any binding – this WILL cause damage. 

 
You should be here now. Note knuckle orientation, that 
the upper arms are offset  ‘trailing’, and the cutouts on 
the lower arms are facing down. If not, slid a pin out 
and correct. In addition to the lettering a visual check 
for the knuckles is also possible. The front knuckles 
have a chamfer all the way across the front of the arm. 
The rears do not. 

 
 
 
7) Install Shocks. 

a) If you are using stock shocks no mods are necessary. The 
Associated need to be drilled out to 5mm (bit included). I can do 
the plastic caps by hand but if you have piggies you’ll need a drill. 

b) Install the shocks using a 3x45mm SHCS, two standoffs and a 
3mm nylock nut per side. 

c) Use the included 3mmx16 button head for the lower shock eye to 
the arm. If you have the Associated shocks you must use machine 
screws NOT alloy steel. Machine screws are slightly smaller in 
diameter and are necessary for the smaller dia (4-40) of the 
Associated rod ends. 

d) I suggest the # 4 hole out on the lower arms as a starting place and 
the #3 hole on the towers (see set up sheet). This will offer the most 
stability and the least preload on the springs. I’ve found you get too 
much front to back roll with the stock springs in anything other than 
#3 or #4 on the arms. I’ll be trying some other springs in the next 
few weeks. Due to the extreme amount of travel offered by hole #1 
you’ll have to pay really close attention to make sure there is nothing 
hitting or binding. It can be done but takes some attention to detail 
and also some stiffer springs and damping rates. 
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Short 
Side 

NOTE: Not all hole combinations are valid with all shocks. They are there for flexability and expandability. 
Use the turnbuckle rod ends as your guide. If they are binding and 
bending at full extension or compression do not use that hole 
combination.. For example TRX length shocks and tower #3 and 
arm #1 are NOT valid. 
8) Chamfer the skid plates. Using a file or dremmel to chamfer     the 

areas where the suspension arm swings. You’ll need this for full 
extension. I did not have to modify these for my E-Maxx (pure 
stock) and Shane (ProjectMadMaxx) notes that you need a carbide 
cutter for the Ti skidplates, though an abrasive cutoff wheel works 
though I have found that a cutoff wheel works better. 

 
 
9) Assemble adjustable Titanium turnbuckles       

a) Install the 4mm plastic rod ends. Be careful that they go on straight or 
you’ll strip the material and it won’t hold the threads 

b) Identify the two 
‘short’ balls. These go 
in one end each 
of the front 
(short) tie 
rods. These 
are special and are 
used on the drag link 
to clear the bulkhead. 

c) There is a tiny groove 
on the hex to indicate the right hand end of the turnbuckle. I suggest 
facing them all the same way on the truck. It makes it easier to adjust 
if they rotate the same way. Assemble as you would a normal 
turnbuckle. One end is right hand thread and the other left hand. The 
wrench size is 7/32 or your stock TRX wrench. The turnbuckles are 
Titanium. Ti does not like to be bent and it hates to be bent back. If 
you bend them leave them bent and use them as is. Trying to bend 
them back will result in broken turnbuckles.     

d) Use the button head 3mmx16 alloy steel screws. The long side of the 
ball faces the drag link, short side under the screw head. Use 
Locktite and then a 3mm nut on the bottom side to jam. Use side 
cutters to cut off the remainder. Do this before installing the front 
bulkhead. It’s about impossible to get a good angle on these screws 
with the arms in place. If the truck is assembled I find it best to 
remove the entire drag link when I service these screws. 

e) Install draglink. Draglink is on top of  the bellcrank arms with the tie 
rods on top of the bellcrank.  

f) Install the tie rods on the truck. Use 3x20mm SHCS to attach tie 
rods to knuckles. Use Locktite. Use 3mm nuts to jam the screws on 
top of the knuckle arms.  

g) Use M3x16 SHCS to attach to rear bulkheads 
h) Once installed adjust so that you can see 1-2 threads between the rod 

end and the turnbuckle. This will be a good starting place. I find that 
after final adjustment I end up with ~1.5 showing in the rear and 
~2.5 in the front 
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These ends are the best rod ends I can find (they are far stronger than anything else I’ve tested) but they can 
break in a crash (something has to give and it won’t be the SuperMaxx parts.) Both times I’ve broken them I 
also bent the Titanium pillowballs and bent my aluminum wheel. I’ve included one extra so you do not end 
your day, but I suggest you get some spares. Ofna #36700 

 
10) Check for free movement throughout the range of travel. Correct any problems now. 
11) Install the e-Clips, if the lower ones go on hard file a little material from the front of the bulkhead (where 

the e-clip is against the bulkhead. This area will not reduce the strength or fit of the system. 
12) Install front and rear end in truck 

a) Get the driveshaft started then fit the rear end into the truck. Reinstall using stock screws 
b) Repeat for front end 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pic shows old tie rods installed – should be new tie rods at this point 
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Assembly Complete. I know you are eager to run 

the truck but please do not skip the setup. It’s 
important. 
13)  Initial setup. 

a) We’ll assume you have the pillowballs 
even and work on toe in 

b) Set the ride height so that the upper arms 
are slightly angled down from horizontal. 

c) Use a straightedge up against the straight 
part of the knuckles. 

d) Adjust your tie rods so the knuckles are 
parallel to the straightedge. 

 
14)  Final Setup. 

a) Install the tires 
b) Set the truck up in a large flat area. 
c) Use a straight edge to get the toe at zero per side. IMPORTANT: 

The straight edge method is ONLY valid if the angle of the arms is 
the same front and rear (so the width of the truck is the same front 
and rear.) You can achieve this by setting the ride height with the 
front and rear differentials the same distance from the ground. Do 
not be concerned about overall front toe at this time just 
turn the front wheels to meet the straightedge. 

d) I use the RPM gauge but you can easily make one from 
a piece of cardboard. 

e) Set the camber to –1 deg for all 4 tires.  
f) This takes some time and patience. Every change you 

make changes something else so it’s a balancing act. 
Set the camber then check and reset the toe. In the rear 
you’ll reset the camber. Take your time. Getting this 
right will allow the suspension to perform at it’s best. 
CVD owners be careful you not change your 
pillowballs so much it throws off the CVD alignment. 

g) As you can see in this pic there is a small gap at the 
bottom. This wheel needs a little adjustment. 

h) Once you have all 4 camber set, set the toe. Zero for 
both front and rear. 

i) When setting the front toe lift the truck up and 
visually balance the drag link (turn the servo) then 
set the tires according to their needs so the drag link 
stays in that position 

j) Final step: TIGHTEN THE PILLOW BALL SET 
SCREWS. If you forget this step you’ll quickly 
loose that alignment you just made. (Yes, I did 
learn this the hard way – I forgot, had to put ½ the 
set screws back in too.) Recheck e-clips 
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15)  Lubricate the PillowBalls. I’m using bicycle chain lube. It is lightweight lube. DO not use a heavy grease as 

it only attracts dirt. WD-40 is NOT a lubricant. Most clear light weight 
spray lubes are good here. Your local auto parts store will have many 
to choose from. 

 
 
 
 
 
Checklist 

• Tighten all pillowball set screws 
• Lubricate pillowballs 
• Check e-clips 
• Camber and Toe set 
• Pillow ball retainers 1/8-1/4 turn out from ‘snug’ (suspension moves freely – no binding on the servo). 

These will ‘seat’ themselves after the first few runs. 
• Lower arms with cutout facing down 
• Upper arms ‘trailing’ 

 
Now go have some fun 
 
Thank you for your support, 
 
Robin Oury 
President  
Unlimited, Inc 
www.MonsterMaxx.com 
MonsterMaxx@att.net 
 
 


